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"How To Quickly And Easily Turn An Hour A Day On eBay, Into Thousands Of Dollars In Monthly Profits

... 100 Guaranteed!" "One paragraph pointing out the hidden opportunity with PowerSellers is worth five

times the price of the book!" "Secret eBay Marketing is a 'mother load' of simple, proven ideas that work.

As an active seller and author of the subject, I can tell you that Jim Cockrum is right on the money. His

techniques for getting traffic, selling ebooks and getting more newsletter subscribers are priceless. And

the one paragraph pointing out the hidden opportunity with PowerSellers is worth five times the price of

the book! More than a digital yard sale, eBay is a powerful marketplace, and this eye-opening interview

helps you skip the hurdles and make money quickly. - Ramon Williamson Business Lifestyle Coach &

Internet Marketing Advisor bigfatprofit.com moneymakingauctions.com P.S. Sign me up for your gold

reseller package Louis, I will definitely be promoting Secret eBay Marketing to my readers! From: Louis

Allport Tuesday, 2:15 pm Dear Internet Friend, Are you currently making thousands in monthly profits

from eBay, with just an hour of work a day? If you're not -- how would you like to? It's easier than you

think ... Of course, there are many Power Sellers on eBay making great money, but the problem is most

of them are running hundreds (if not thousands) of auctions every single month. This creates an awful lot

of headaches, and destroys any freedom you might gain from actually running an internet business!

There is a better way. And very few people know about it at the minute. I call those lucky few ... "The

Underground eBay Marketers" These marketers use little-known eBay marketing tactics that leave their

competition in the dust! Now I'll be perfectly honest with you -- I'm not one of those people. However, I

very recently spoke for over two hours with someone who is. And he very generously revealed exactly

how he does it ... so you can quickly start copying his success! Perhaps you're wondering why he would

actually share these secrets if they're so effective?... Because it won't actually create any new

competition for him. You'll understand why in the interview... Introducing Jim Cockrum ... Here's just a

little background on Jim: A year of intense trial and error taught Jim the eBay marketing tactics that have

taken him from earning pennies online, to making thousands upon thousands every month from eBay,

with just a handful of auctions ... and with very part time work -- I'm talking about an hour a day. Often
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less. Whether you're brand new to eBay and the internet, or even if you've been selling on eBay for a

while but are looking for higher profits, I guarantee you'll find information here that can help you achieve

that, much more quickly and easily than you might have thought possible. Here's just a taste of what Jim

reveals in this exclusive two hour marketing interview: Discover one of the easiest yet most overlooked

ways to bring a flood of traffic to your auction -- literally within hours. Jim is growing his ezine list by 100

members a day -- and he reveals how you too can turn your eBay traffic into loyal ezine subscribers ...

and most importantly: without breaking a single eBay rule! Does your About Me page make you money?

See the About Me page that gets over 200 views a day and earns Jim around $100 a day ... even while

he's at the beach! Which type of traffic works best for selling info-products from your web site: eBay

visitors or pay-per-click? The answer might surprise you... It's controversial -- but if you're not using this

system, you're throwing traffic, subscribers, and profits away! How Jim adds 40 subscribers a day to his

ezine list, using just a few simple lines of code... Do you know the tell-tale signs of spotting an eBay traffic

stampede? Even better -- you'll discover how to capture and direct that traffic towards your auctions! How

to make a fortune from eBay without running a single auction ... A proven way to grow your eBay

feedback quickly. Negative feedback can kill your eBay sales. Discover guaranteed ways to avoid this.

How to outsell your eBay competition every day of the week ... even if they are running the same auctions

as you ... or even selling the same products! Are you selling cheap just to get leads? Jim reveals a better

way: if you know how, you can get just as many leads selling at full price ... If you're having trouble selling

on eBay, one word can solve all your problems. It's not "traffic". It starts with a "C". And if you don't have

it, no one will buy from you. How Jim gets 1 bid for every 13 visitors on eBay -- and how you can too! How

to boost the number of bids on your auctions with Jim's honest, and proven selling tactics. eBay doesn't

want you to have your web address as your ID. But there is an easy (and legal) way round this that can

bring a lot more traffic to your site. Discover the easiest way to deliver products when auctions end -- all

you have to do is count your money ... I was amazed when I heard this -- and *no one* does this: how to

successfully get affiliates promoting your auctions! Selling eBooks with Dutch Auctions can make you

very good money ... or it can be a complete waste of time if you fall into the common pitfalls that many

people do. Jim reveals how he makes hundreds of dollars with Dutch Auctions every single week ...

mostly on auto-pilot. Discover why having a "See All My Auctions" link could be losing you money.

There's two universal human hot-buttons that can almost guarantee you a best-selling info-product on or



off eBay. Don't waste time creating products that no one wants to buy -- knowing this information can help

you create a best-seller. How to write and design your eBay ad, so it attracts bids like crazy! An original

way to use feedback that can greatly help increase your sales. It's so obvious -- you'll kick yourself for not

having done it sooner ... One category is an eBay goldmine -- and I bet you've never posted in it. Jim

reveals which one it is, and how to use it to your maximum advantage. Discover a stupid-simple way for

turning pay-per-click search-engine surfers, into bidders for your auctions, subscribers to your newsletter,

and also earning you affiliate commissions -- in one fell swoop! Get our step-by-step guide for taking a

product that others are currently selling cheaply -- and quickly out-selling them at full price. Yes -- it IS

possible. I'm sure this one strategy will amaze you ... and simply using this technique can quickly start

you on your way to earning you a full-time eBay income (for very little work). We'll walk you through one

exact case-study of taking an eBook that has been seen by hundreds-of thousands of people, and quickly

turning around and successfully selling it at full price, to people who really want it. What's the secret? All

is revealed in the interview ... The Reviews Are In ... Just before releasing this eBook, I sent out review

copies to experienced online marketers I knew. Now, they certainly don't just attach their name to

anything, and I'm happy to say the feedback was very positive. Have a read: "I just wanted to

congratulate you on another winning interview. It's very impressive how you got Jim to reveal all his best

tricks for making money at eBay... the tips about backend selling to eBay traffic and building your list at

the same time were excellent! Keep up the superb work!" - Neil Shearing ScamFreeZone.com "Jim's

advice is always in demand, especially to those who really want to make serious money from eBay. While

others struggle with feeble and misguided tactics, those who follow Jim's advice are laughing all the way

to the bank." - Peter Twist InternetMarketingLounge.com Special Bonus If You Order Right Now Free

Reprint Rights - You Keep 100 of The Money! This is better than any affiliate program that pays you 25 or

even 60! As soon as you get your hands on this product, you can sell it yourself, and keep every single

cent you make! All it takes is one sale, and you've made your purchase back! Everything after that is pure

profit, straight into your bank account. And you get everything you see here: the professionally written and

designed web site and sales letter, so you really don't have to do anything ... just upload the files to your

website, and start making money. Or even easier -- you can sell it on eBay too! Get your copy of "Secret

eBay Marketing" with full reprint rights today ... place your order and you'll have full access within

seconds... Click Above Left Now To Get Your Copy Sincerely, Louis Allport P.S. You get all this for just



$1.95 ... The full transcript of this exclusive 120-minute interview with top "underground" eBay seller Jim

Cockrum ... who reveals exactly how he turns an hour a day into thousands of dollars in monthly profits.

You also get full reprint rights to everything here, so you can start profiting immediately! Click Here Right

Now To Claim Your Copy P.P.S. I sent a review copy of this interview to Ramon Williamson (a very

experienced online marketer who runs 23 different online projects making up to $2,250 a day!) ... and this

is how he replied: "Secret eBay Marketing is a 'mother load' of simple, proven ideas that work. As an

active seller and author of the subject, I can tell you that Jim Cockrum is right on the money. His

techniques for getting traffic, selling ebooks and getting more newsletter subscribers are priceless. And

the one paragraph pointing out the hidden opportunity with PowerSellers is worth five times the price of

the book! More than a digital yard sale, eBay is a powerful marketplace, and this eye-opening interview

helps you skip the hurdles and make money quickly." Start profiting with Secret eBay Marketing right now

... Click Above Left To Place Your Order Through Our Secure Server
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